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W.mnesday, October 26, 1966

Temporary Groups Will Need Charters
By BOB STOREY
Temporary campus organiizations such as those supporting
political candidates will have to
go through a chartering procedure to give them temporary status.
Associated Students Attorney
General Rick Bolton said that the
procedure would involve submitting a letter of intent stating the
proposed organization's purpose,
officers, and what the group pluns
to do,

Net Income Drop
Reported By GM
(Continued from page 1)
its not income dipped sharply in
the third quarter that ended September 30.
GM reported net income of
$91).5 million approximately onethird of its net income for the
same quarter last year. Earnings
were equal to 34 cents per share,
compared to 91 cents per shm·e
for the same quarter in 1965.
Company officials attributed the
lower income to va1•ious factors,
including a decrease in unit vol- ,
ume, particularly during a recent
changeover to new model production. In Detroit reports indicate
new car sales for the big-three
automakers .. , General Motors,
Ford and Chrysler . . . were down
11 per cent in the second 10 days
of October, as compared with the
same period in 1965. But sales
were up more than two percent
over sales for the first 10 days
of the months.

Bolten said that this letter was
to be given to Ken Gattas, Activities Advisor of the Union. Gattas
will serve in the function of the
administration and approve or reject the applications, Bolton said.
Upon approval of the applica- ·
tions the organization would receive privileges to use Union and
campus facilities at student rates
but would be allowed to exist for
a specific period of time,
Procedure Worked Out
The chal'tering procedure for
other campus organizations. was
worked out, said Bolton, between
the Dean of Students and the Student Affairs Committee. He added
that he would publish these rules
in the LOBO next Monday. Bolton
said that after publication of the
chal'tering 1•ules organizations
would have 15 days to apply for
recognition.

Bolton said that any application
for charter must go first to Gattas as the first step in the chartering process, and that groups must
complete this process each year.
Tutor~> Paid
Bolton is also working on establishing a campus tutoring program, He said that for the first
time these tutors may be paid
under the work-study program.
The letters have been sent out
to students who have applied to
be tutors asking them to sign up
in the Student aids office for the
work study program, said Bolton.
Bolton revealed that students
who have filed to become tutors
must now be approved by the
work-study program. He added
that there was a possibility of
being paid as much as $3 an hour.
Slow Starting
The Student Government on

Campus tutoring program has
been slow getting started because
of the delay in tutors being signed
and approved and because the
rooms assigned to the program in
the new library wing have not
been finished, Bolton said,
The tutoring program had been

• OVER AUDIENCE
NOISE
Your microphone is your link
with your audience. Choose
it with care. Shure Unidyne
microphones project your
voice over your instruments,
and over audience noise ...
YOU WILL BE HEARD. They
are used by many of the
world's most famous Rock 'n
Roll and Country 'n Western
groups. Shure Unidyne
microphones help put your
act across. Write: Shure
Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert

I

Fifty years ago we only made 'aeroplanes'.
(See what's happening now!)
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CL~SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 lme ad., 65c-4 times, S2.00. lnaertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
~nblltati9n to Room 159, Student PublleatJons Bn•ldlnl!'. Phone 277·4002 or 277-4102.

Bo~illg·Vt!rlo/

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER. sales & r~Pair. Speeial
rates to UNM stndenls on all mnchin<O
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.;
writer Serviee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

FOR SALE
1965 HONDA, Go e.e., like new, $200 with
helmet, Cnll 299·4102. 10/20-25.
TUXEDO, "After-Six," :purchased from
Sttombqct~, worn twi<!e, complete with
ttcre3sorJ£!9. $65.00. Second tuxedo in ..
clud<'d free. Call 298·4975. 10/21, 24, 26.
HI·l''t sygtem comtllete, $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, prc•amplifier, uri watt, nnd speak·
er l:!abi_net With tweeter. mid·rangc
wMfer speakers. Call Lt. Morgan, 2542088. 10/21, 24. 26, 31.
1~6~ YAMAHA, no c.c. Like new, $19u.
W1th helmet. Contact John I.ewis at the
Law School or at 20G~~ Madison NK
I0/26, 1112, a, 4.
.
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Boeing Supersonic·
Transport deslt:tt

Helicopter

_...
.

NASA !.tillar Orbiter

~iP'"'

Boeing 727 Trijet

""""'·"""-"·-

'64 IMPALA SS, 327 Cu. In.,. 4-•P~ed
R & H, factory air. $1450.00. 1220 Lostct
NE. 10/26

IJoeitrg 7J7 Twilt]et

Engineers & Scientists:

Campus Interviews, Thursday and Friday, November 10 and 11
. In 1916 The Boeing Company's career
was launched on the wings of a small sea·
plane.
top speed was 75 mph.
Now, half a century later, we can help
you launch your career in the dynamic en.•
vJronmentofjet~irplanes, spacecraft, missiles, rockets, helicopters, or even seacraft.
. Pick your spot in applied research, de•
sign, test, manufacturing, service or facilities engineering, or computer technology, You can become part of a Boeing

Its

program-in-being, at the leading edge of
Or you might want
to g~t m on th~ ground floor of a pioneermg new prOJect.
aerosp~ce technology,

. xo~'ll work i!l. small groups where
mltmttVe and. ab1hty get maximum exposure. And if you desire an advanced
degree and qualify, Boeing will help you
financially with its Graduate Study Program at leading universities and colleges
near company facilities.

Oft~n it wiV be sheer hurd work. But
we ~hmk Y,OU 11 want it that way when
you r~ help.m!,l to crea~e something t,~nique
whde buddmg a sohd career. Visrt your
~olleg~ plac,etnent oftlce and schedule an
!n tervrew wrth our representative . .Boeing
IS an equal opportunity employer.

..... BOEING

.•'XIslons:' Commercial Airplane • Mlss'lc &
lJ)
1 •
n,ormatuJit Systems • Sp
S
Transport • Verto/
Wi lr.f!Ce • llpersottlc
Scientific Research ~borat~~f:S • Also, lJoclng
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a
~ •n•r--------------------~~--~--------~--~--~.,
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Question: what do you call a
corny ear like this?
Answer: an ear ache.

No. 24
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Elections Kick Off
l-lomecoming 1966
The election of Homecoming Queen, her attendants,
h
an.d er court today begins
the week long stream of activities leading J,IP to the
game Saturday a~inst Colo-

said that the elections committee
would station students to aid
voters.
Ten Candidates
Candidates fo1· queen include
Julie, Archuleta, Ginia Arp, Leslie
Auld, Bobbye Bro\vn, Betty
Canoyer, Karen Cantrell, Judy
Cummings, Linka Corbin, Vicki
Dickinson, Cheryl Fossum, Mary
Ann l''rye, J o Garcia, Cissy King,
Fran M:ont-Eton, Kay Nation,
Michael Nieves, Marilyn Nylund,
Carol Roth, Dee Sirwinski, and
Hilda Steven.
The advantages of using tl1e
new machine as described by the
election committee were that the
machine would prevent the controvcrsy of disputed ballots bccause each ballot would be held
in order, and looked into thf.! machine after each ballot was cast.
System Is Flexible
The flexibility of the system is
also one of the advantages of this
new process. The machine and the
layout of the ballot can be
adapted to any form of election
or referendum and the votes can
be tabulated u.r.~e millui.l'S aftcl
the last vote is cast.
Bannerman exprc•ssed gratitudt• to the men of tht• UN.l\r Data
Pro('essing Center and its 1\ranal!l'r ,J:wl• lt't•ise. Tit• said that the
men in Data l'rol~esHing ~et up
the whelP proC"e~s and s<'i up the
layout for voting. In tlw future if
m:H'hinH; \Wl'<' PUI'l'ha,wd thesl?
>~ame nwn rould st•t up oth<'r e]t>('•

rado State University.
The polls opened this morning at 8 with UN.l\f students voting to pi<•k the top 10 <'anrliclatPs
from a slate of 2G.
X ew Maehines l'sed
Studpnts were to seleet their
three top choices for queen and
rate them one, two and three, by
using a new voting machine being used for the first time.
John Bannerman, Homecoming
I~lN~tions Chairman, said that the
new mat'hine is begining trit>d to
insure a virtually foolproof elcction. The new machine manufactun•d by IBM tabulates the vote
in seerery with no possibility of
tampering or changing the vote.
Any h·regularity would invaldate
the ballot.
May Buy Machines
The tifteeri machines wm·e horrowed from the Albuquerque l'ublie St'hooh;. Bannerman said that
if they prove tJUcce~sful Student
Governnwnt should Sl'riously eonsider buying some of these machines.
Ht• l~lllJ>hm;ized that stud('nh;
t'ould only vote for thrce eamlidatl•s from the original 20 and
that they would indicate thl.'ir
}H't•fN•enc<' in order one, two and tion~.
IGngston Trio To A ll(lear
th
~h~ layout. of the mal•hine
Other attradions for the homewould make it obvi<>us how the <'Oming week Ill'(' the appearanee
votes should be indil•ates,. but to <>f the Kingston Trio in coneert
:Jimina~<:_..~~nf~~i.O~l.I!?.n.ne_rm?~ __ :lt Jo~n~~~-~~~n:_Thursday at S,

and a Dance with the Beau Brummels on Friday in the Union. The
Homecoming dance to be held on
Saturday, Nov. 5 will feature
Nelson Riddle and his orchestra
and singer Sue .Raney in the
Union at 8 p.m.
Tickets for all of the Homecoming activities can be purchased at
the Union ticket booth. Tickets
fol' the Kingston Trio are $1.50
per }Jerson. Tickets for the dance
Friday night are $1.50 per person and tickets for the dance
Saturday are $3 a couple. A special package deal for the dances
can be bought for $5.

Ric! .. ~ Bclto::-., ..:\m:o~ir:.ted ~t~:,
dents Attorney General, told the
LOBO Sunday that he could see
no problem in chartering an antiViet Nam war group on campus.
"I'm not going to express my
opinion on the war in Viet Nam,
but if they are a group of UNM
studmtts witli paid enrollment I
sec no reason why they should be
denied a charter," Bolton said.
Bolton said that the decision he
makes regarding the chartering o£
the organization will be based on
the guidelines set down by student government legislation. "I'm
not going to base my judgment of

Caracas Coup Crushed
By United l'ress International
CARACAS, Venezuela - The
Venezuelan government reports
that an attempted coup against
President Raul Leoni was crushed
yesterday at a town 20 miles
southwest of Caracas. A rebel
lietuenant colonel in the army
was reported to have been killed.
Government sources said he attempted to Ol"ganizc a putscli
with national guard troops stationed in the town. It was the
first reported coup against Leoni, who took office in March of
1964.

Annual Pictures
MIRAGE class and Greek
pictures will be taken starting
tomorrow in Room 106 of the
Union.
All classes will be presented
this year, and anyone may have
his picture made on any of the
open days. They arc as follows:
Nov. 1, 2, 3, 8 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Nov. 9, 10 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Cost will be $1.50 a person.
You must have the money at
the time your picture is taken.
Senior men should wear dark
coats and dark long tics. Coats
and ties for the other classes
will also be appreciated.

MU Is In South Korea
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia
President Jollnson took off
from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
yesterday on his way to South
Korea. At a state dinner in Kuala Lumpur, the President warned Communist Red China that :it
is inviting danger by developing
nuclear weapons.
Anti-American demonstrations
in seven Malasian cities and in
neighboring Singapore were the
worst encountered on the PI·esident's Far Eastern trip. One demonstrator was killed outside the
U.S. Information library in Kuala Lumpur.

REPUBLICAN Uichard N
is greeted
at the
Civic Auditorium last Friday for a rally by
student .J can
Chowning. In his address, Nixon hit the 89th Congress for not
dealing with the issues of pries, crime, and peitce.

------

Bolton Predicts a Charter
For UNM Anti-War Group

News Roundup

WANT ADS

HELP WANTED
lS your wife busy 1 Can •he quallt:v so a
~ecreta,ry7 If so, have her eont11ct u•
!mmedu>.tely. Excellent s"'lary and worklltg hours. Call Barnhill AS!Oclat.s. Mrs.
Sears, 265-7766, 10/17·26,
PERSONALS
DANe~ with confiden~e. New cln&aes be·
ginmng soont You'_rc ordy steps away
from fun and popularity, Spceial arrangemenls tor organizations. cau now
• •• V, Meunier, 296·2223. 10/19·.26,

r

PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINER
MICROPHONES

Dr. Calvin Depass of the economics department will be the
featured speaker at the meeting
of Latin American Desk being
held on Oct. 26, at 12:30 p.m.,
in room 250 of the Union.

SWAP
WILL trade 1 Year subscription to KI:tFM
Program guide for Nairobi Trio jazz rec: ...
ord Also trade spate time for fun time
with Party Time each Saturday 10:00
:p.m. Only on KHFM, 96.3 Me.
FOltRENT
FURNISHED room, suitable for student
W.alking distance from UNM. TV & xc~
ftlll'l!rtttor. Call 266·911n after 6 p.m. 209
Dartmouth SE.

II

UNIDYNE®

Ph. 256·1423

Latin American

\•

I

Dependable

Try Us For Proof
San Pedro & Central

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

• OVER YOUR
INSTRUMENTS

Westinghpuse Talks
PITTSBURGH - The Electrical Workers Union has suggested
that a fact-finding board review
the latest contract offer by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Westinghouse must still
come to terms with two unions;
The company and two other
unions agreed on a new contract
over the weekend.

••'

EW

·---· ..... ,._.---

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

6211 Central NE

promised two rooms in the new
library, he said, but because these
rooms were low on the priority
list they have not been completed
yet.
Bolton said that hopefully the
tutoring service will be in full
operation by ne;x:t semester,

Vol. 70

FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE

Friendly

ect1on 0 ay

Stathe Nicholas Katzenbach protested the confinement of Ambassador Robinson Mcilvaine at the
embassy in Conakry.

Phe~her

tlwy P,"Pt a c1>art('r on thP

policy they intend to :follow," be

said.

Anticipates One Problem
The only problem which Bolton said he might possibly anticipate is that a temporary charte1•
might be applied for by the group.
In' tllis case the group would probably have to give him a more
definite date of termination than
the end of tile war, he said.
Dean of Students Harold Lavender said that he could see no
connection between the current attempt of a group to establish an
anti-war organization and the attempt of the W.E.B. DuBois club
to begin a branch on the UNM
campus two years ago. Lavender
said that "the expression of stuJents' interests through various
organizations is a very desirable
goal.''
Purposes Must Be Stated
The primary problem in connection with these student organizations is that the purposes of
the group must be honestly stated
by tllem, Lavender said. "If announced purposes correspond with

~~:=~~~~===:===:~

j

-0Policil Nab VC Band
SAIGON - In Saigon government police nabbed a Viet Cong
terrorist band which reportedly
intended to ravage the Capital
this week. The police confiscated
616 pounds of TNT which the
communist agents has planned
to use to wreck the city. Authorities said most of the buildings
in Saigon could be destroyed by
from 22 to 88 pounds of TNT.

-0-

u.s. Ambassador Held
WASHINGTON - The US
Tmbassador to Guinea has been
placed under house arrest. In
Washington, Undersecretary .of

Members of the G.l. Forum are shown here picketing the New
Mexico Education Association during its convention at UNM Past
'l'hursday and Friday. The pickets were demonstrating against
alleged segregation in publill schools at Loving near Carlsbad.
(LO.BO l'hoto by l'awley.)

r·

netual purposes, there can be no .
problem," Lavender said. He ad-

ded that any gl·oup desiring to
organize would come before the
various student governmental ·
structures before they reached
him.

SDS lists Ways
To Spur Debates
A speaker program to be set
up in the dorms was among suggestions discussed in a meeting
of Students for a Democratic Society last Wednesday night in the
Union.
Under this proposed program
students would be able to discuss
openly such questions as the war,
the draft, and campus issues.
•
SDS members stated that they
wanted to capture people's interest and not just hold discussions.
By Sponsoring these speaker
groups, they hope that students
will become more involved in issues of vital concern to everyone.
Could Extend Program
SDS also discussed the possibility of sponsoring such speaker
groups on other state campuses.
Nothing was decided definitely.
Other ways to stimulate inter·
est on student issues discussed hv
SDS were the taping of a pr~
gram on a local Spanish language
radio station. Radio station
KABQ, a bi-lingual radio station
operated in Albuquerque, has he·
come concerned over the number
of Spanish-American young meri' •
who have been drafted from Bernalillo County.
Would Bring Out Issues
By appearing on such a radio
station, SDS hopes to bring the
issues out into the open and educate more people on just what is
going on around them today.
Tom Singleton, spokesman for
SDS, said that information on any
definite action taken on these proposed items would be released
later.
SDS will sponsor Gail Schmidt,
write-in congressional candidate,
in the free speech area of the
Union this afternoon at 1 p.m.
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Dean Clinton Adams Presides at Council
The. role of the state art commission and the impact of federal
pro grl\ms on arts were discussed
at the San Francisco session of
the National Council of Fine A1'ts
Deans.
Clinton Adams, Dean of UNM's
College of Fine Arts, presided as
chairman as delegates decided on
New Orleans as next year's meeting spot.
Among speakers at the meet.

ing were Roger L. Stevens, chairman of the National Council on
A1·ts, and Kathryn Bloom, director of the Arts and Humanities
Division of the U.S, Office of Education.

Listen to KUNM

Monday,

O~!tober

31, 1966
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Student Geologist
Wins Scholarship
Michael O'Neill, ~l senior geology major at UNM, has been
named winner of the $400 Aztec
Oil and Gas Co. Scholarship for
1966-67.
O'Neill is the son of M1•, and
Mrs. John F. O'Neill, 9824 McKnight NE. He is a membe1• of
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, g·eology
honora1·y.

Fashion Square

..

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT plans are reviewed by Van Dorn
Hooker, left UNM Architect, and Garrett Eckbo, nationally-known
landscape architect and consultant to UNl\f on landscaping, Eckbo
is serving as a lecturer for th Landscape Design School Nov. 1, 2
and 3 at UNM.

Russian Author
To Speak at U.
Valery Tm·sis, Russian author
who has taken political asylum
in the West, will speak on "Ferment in Russia'' in the Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m., Sunday, Nov.
6 as the second lecturer in the
1966-67 Newman Forum program.
Tarsis asked for and received
political asylum in England and
lost his Russian citizenship last
February while speaking at Leicster University. He had been publishing anti-communist• books
since the early 1950's.

Wives, Faculty

Tea Will Welcome
UNM Newcomers
A tea to welcome newcomers to
UNM will be given Wednesday in
the Gallery of the Union.
General chairman is Mrs. Reginald Fitz, whose husband is dean
of the UNM Medical School.
Among those in the receiving
line will be Mrs. Tom L. Pppejoy,
wife of the University president;
Mrs. Sherman Smith, wife of the
administrative vice president, and
Mrs. William Rhoads, president of
the Faculty Wives Club.
Invitations to the event are
being extended to faculty wives as
well as new women faculty members.
Assisting Mrs. Fitz are Dr.
Helen Whitside, Dean of Women;
Dr. Reina Hall, Dean of the College of Nursing: Mrs. Clinton
Adams, Mrs. Elmon Cataline, Mrs.
Richard Clough, Mrs. Thomas
Christopher, Mrs, Howard Finston, Mrs. Harold Lavender, Mrs.
Howard Mathany, Mrs. William
Naylor, Mrs. Tony Schneider, Mrs.
George Springer, Mrs. Chester
Travelstead, and Mrs. Hoyt Trowbridge,
f!T-

(~

•

Cargo To Speak
Republican
gubernatorial
candidate David Cargo will be
the featured speaker at a program presented by the Coronado Cultural Committee in
the Union Ballroom tomorrow
at 7 p.m.
As election . day nears, Republican and Democratic candidates are wh1ding up the
campaigns in a final burst of
activity.. Students and friends
who have not had an opportun-·
ity to see Cargo are urged to
attend. Admission is free.

"Bluebottle," a novel denouncing Russian communism, was
Tarsis' first work to appear in
the West. It was smuggled out of
Russia and published in England in 1962.
Tarsis was arrested in 1962
and placed in the Kashchenko
Mental Hospital in Moscow. He
was released in February of 1968
after much critical response from
the West.
"Wa1·d 7,'' Tarsis' second book
published outside of Russia, is an
autobiographical novel about the
author's experience in the hospital. The book, which takes its
name from Chekhov's "Ward 6,"
a condemnation of inhumanity
under the czars, tells of the patients of Ward 7 who are insane
only because of their political
ideas.
"Ward 7'' was published in the
United States, Canada, and England. Another of his books will
appear in England and the United States this year.
Tarsis spoke in the United
States last May, and then went
on to Europe for other lectures.
The Newman Forum speech he
will make at UNM is part of a
lecture tour of the United States
which started in October. He will
describe the Russian people and
their life under the Soviet regime in his lecture.
Newman Forum, a voluntary
association of business and professional people working with the
Aquinas Newman Center on the
UNM campus, presents at least
four speakers on various topics
during the year. The lectures
are open to the general public
and the University community at
no charge.
This year Dr. Robert McAfee
Brown, a Stanford University
professor and observer in Rome
during Vatican Council tr, spoke
Oct. 6. James Meredith, the first
Negro to enroll at the University
of Mississippi, will appear on
April 14, One other speaker will
be named later to fill the 196667 schedule.

Math Colloquium
A mathematics colloquium will
be presented at UNM Thursday,
Nov. 8 at 3:80p.m. in Room 202,
Mitchell Hall.
Professor Donald L. Burkholder, University of Illinois, wHI
speak on the theme of martingale
transforms. Refreshments will be
served nt 3 p.m. in Room 2251
Marron Hall.
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Last year, thousands
of lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessn~en
1Ment back to college.
And not just for the
football ga~nes.

..

.

We'd like to clear up what appears to be a
Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
employees are sent there from all
on campus to decry a business career on
over
the country for a year's concenthe grounds that you stop learning once
trated study leading to a master's
you start working for Oiche Nurs & Bolts.
degree.
That idea is groundless.
You get the idea. We're for more learnWe can't speak for Cliche, but we can
ing
in our business. After aU, Western
for ourselves.:..Westem Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys- Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
tem. 6 out of 10 college graduates who have make advanced communications equipjoined us over the past 10 years, for exam- ment. And the Bell telephone network will
ple, have continued their higher education. need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
How're these for openers:
The
state of the art, never static, is where
W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets emthe action is.
ployees pursue degrees while workAt Western Electric, what's happening
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have atis the excitement and satisfaction of contended schools in 41 states under
tinued doing and teaming. If this happens
this plan. We refund more than $1
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
million in tuition costs to employees
yo~'re
aiming for, check us out. And grab
a year.
a p1ece of the action.
To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc. tion of Lehigh University, is con~ MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELl SYSTEM
ducted at our Engineering Research

•fit
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· bles. Left1 Pam sp· ots her hero dashing across the field. She wears her three piece horizontal, all cotton
be1ge
SUit. ·
smart ensem
•
bb' corduroy
·1
The shell is a vibro~t orange·and gol cotton jers~y knit. A lo~~ly fake beaver hat makes her outfit.~o~plete. ~1ght, De 1e sm1 es appro~-.

lp$11Y in her outstan~ing olt wool coo ensemble. ~~e st~nni~g ~~d c9at is reversible plaid<?" o~ .s•~e, plam._on the o'her. Underneatn

: ..;~·scrumptious oil wool jersey, long eeve shift wi~:Q turtle~·
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LOBO ENDORSES CARGO
Based on the promise shown by both candidates during
the campaign and based on New Mexico's urgent need for
someone to clean up its sttae government, the LOBO chooses
Republican Dave Cargo over Democrat Gene Lusk for its
gubernatorial endorsement.
Cargo's continuous display of aggressiveness is impressive
...
and the state cannot help but benefit from it. In the past,
';1 ..ahe chief executives of this state have appeared weak and
;j,..;~~ve fared little better than being coordinators for the
1~ultitude of state agencies. We believe Cargo will change
· · that.
The Democrats have attacked Cargo's record as a legislator. The legislation introduced by Cargo was killed by Demo..
crat majorities and by the influence of special interest
It only serves to strengthen our belief that Cargo
al~!ilfS buck thl:t' odds to ~et done what he believes is
"

'.
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· -~~ As for the need for reform, it was demonstrated by the
Patton case that the state must have a .conflict of interest
Jaw. Cargo has long been a strong supporter of such a law,
but Lusk has just recently admitted the need for one.
In his role as a defender of the present state administration, we believe Lusk is also at a disadvantage as a reformer
because he would be seriously hampered by previous political
committments in any attempt to clean up the sta~e government.
Cargo, on the other hand, is a maverick who isn't tied
to any group or machine. We believe he can and will be a
factor for reform and stability in New Mexico.
We urge the students and faculty of UNM to vote for
Cargo for all these reasons plus this: the Republicans must
win this November to remain as strong contenders in the
state's two-party system. Cargo is a giant step in the right
direction for the Republicans. Under his leadership, both
Republicans and the state can prosper.
Vote for Cargo!
'
-Jim Jansson

THANKS CARD SECTION
PARTICIPANTS
Dear Editor:
This is a letter of thanks to
the UNM students who really
have school spirit. Six hundred
such individuals sat in the card
section Oct. 22 and performed
well despite equipment failure
and some delay,
The Navy and Air Force ROTC
helped to fill in the holes left by
individuals who weren't able to
show up.
Cornado, Mesa Vista, and Alvarado Halls' governors served as
the task force of "organization,"
with the load of getting people in
the card section on Coronado's
and Mesa Vista's shoulders, while
design of the stunts and filling
out of 600 instruction cards for 11
stunts fell to seven residents of
Alvarado.
Ron Waldey of the Union Activities Center and Darlene Armijo helped me with ideas for improvement through using white
and red instead of grey and red.
Sue Johnson, Sandy Van Houten,
and Jerry Anderson were the student helpers in our grey-to-white
painting project, which would
not have been possible without
the cooperation of "Bub" Henry
and "Stu" at the crafts area in
the Union.
Thanks must be given to Alpha
Phi Omega service fraternity for
ushering, and to the physical
plant for its cooperation in installing equipment especially for
the card section, Here I must say
thanks to Mr. John Dolzadelli for
his support, and Residence Halls
Council and Pep Council for monetary support.
Bill O'Neil and Gary Ray were
very good in leading an extremely
cooperative (and lively) group
through the stunts with no Vllice
amplification; and Ward Stanke,
the sole originator of the stunts
and designer of most of them,
deserves much credit for his
hours of labor.
'
The Engineers, who weren't
given the best possible treatment
by the crowd, supplied about 100
members, while the rest came
from on-campus hall residents,
with some off-campus or specially
organized groups lending people,
which is the first ingredient of a
good card section.
And to wind this long thankyou up, I wish to say, again,
thanks to those who cooperated.
No matter how small it may have
seemed, it was a big help in making a trouble-plagued project a
success.
Mike L. English
Coordinator,
UNM Card Section
-o-

DISAGREES WITH WAGAR
Dear Editor:
We submit that Mr. Wagar's
conception of "the university,"
etc., has nothing to do with UNM,
most American universities, or
reality in general. Mr. Wagar's

-----~
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However we weren't going to
ideas seem to have been born in a
"Reader's Digest" article entitled dwell on this, we were going to
"The Glories of Learning about rl;lmark that Mr. Wagar's statement actually penetrates to the
the Dead Past."
His conception has nothing to crux of the whole issue of studo with the contemporary situa- dents vs. the University·. This
tion, in which masses of stolid golden kernel of truth is none
parents are buying degrees for other than the fact, widely known
their children in order to kick the to students but somehow overfamily name one rung further up looked by faculty, that professors
the ladder of status. Tl1e children are superior to students in no :rethemselves are interested in spect save:
avoiding the draft, guaranteeing
(a) they are older; without
themselves a good income, find- some kind of repeated stimulus,
ing a mate, having a good time, they will cool and harden in place,
and doing as little work as pos- until they themselves become the
sible to accomplish these ends, most insensately obstinate blocks
"Learning" is a side-issue that to the students' education, as in
may nat ever interfere with the one of those dim-witted movies
student's progress toward his where giant, angry crabs and
other goals.
barnacles are taking over the
We are saying that univeJ;"sities world.
suclt as this one are businesses,"
(b) Professors have the posi·
degree-factories," and the pro- tion of "professor"-we admit,
fessors in these universities are this is self-evident; but let us exindeed hirelings, a fact which Mr. amine where it leads. The position
Wagar seems loath to admit. If of "professor" grants you, if
American universities resemble , nothing else, a parking-space.
"communities of scholars" in any You will not have to roam the lots
way, there would be no need for until you become a sort of Flying
them to rely on the reward-pun- Dutchman of the campus traffic
ishment "grading" of knowledge; scene, pushed on and on by other
the vaudeville comedy of publish- cars long after you've run out of
or-perish, promotion by tenure, or gas, water, deodorant, and hope.
hyper-specialization; or the ten No, you .zip right into the local
thousand or so petty restrictions shrine provided for your car; you
that keep the students, like field- don't have to battle students for
hands, "in their place."
a place, and maybe lose, paralyzNeed we bring up the state- ing the University by n11t making
ments of the deans (at the bitch- it to class, as you do mentally liy
in held last spring) that the at- showing up • • • but we digress.
titudes of the University arc deThere are other professional
termined almost exclusively by
privileges
that deserve mention,
considerations of who is making
such
as:
money,
which we have
the payroll: the parents of stuheard
about
but
never seen; a
dents - that the role of this
captive
audience,
for mouthing
University (to be specific) is that
Q.ff
without
fear
of
contradiction,
of a glorified baJ)yaitfer?
.~ we say why; the fuU '*of
One particilfaHY. id'~listie com- the' University facilities, at~eh as
ment in Mr. Wagar's ietter almost the Criminal Detection and Law
plucked our heart-strings off Enforcement Agency (those fat
their pegs. He wrote: "It is not guys you see standing in the trafthe function of the student to 'be fic blowing whistles and waving
educated; but to Jearn, to con- at everybody), the ship's bell off
tribute to learning, and to render the USS New Mexico, and the
such assistance as he can to his lesson in humility provided by
superiors in the academic hier- our Zen football team.
archy: his professors.'' 'Ve will
Well, it's because of this and
not dig into Mr. Wagar's charbecause
we have seen professors
acter by drawing inferences from
so
embarassingly
inept that a
his· wording; namely, "superiors"
cardboard
cut-out
with
a tape reas opposed to "inferiors," and the
corder
would
have
been
preferreverent positioning accorded that
able
to
them,
that
we
would
like
word "professors" in the sentence,
to
note
that
most
of
the
Univerduly noting Mr. Wagar's own
title-of-rank, located, should the sity's scholastic pretensions are
casual reader have difficulty in irrelevant to the majority of stu·
finding it, directly under his name dents. We regard the liturgy of
at the end of his epistle; no we all the world's most-forgotten
won't, except to say that such lore as no part of an "t.'llucation"
wording is at best clumsy, and at or "learning."
We personally endure the more
worst insulting.
Nor will we dwell on the obvi- farcical functionings of the Unious.. miscarriage of rationality versity (in its twin roles of old
that Mr. Wagar commits when he folk's home and nursery) because
denies that the actual functioning it is not unkind we sense, at the
of the university is to grab the end of this rainbow, a crock of
student by his unmentionables something that is certainly not
and educate him by any means at gold, because it is too evil-smellhand; these means are ordinarily ing; but it is something that will
the extortion-and-blackmail of be salable for good cash.
grades mailed home and. to SelecGray Sweeney
tive Service (SS?) boards.
Dan Sessions

- UNM Style
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Mums To Be Sold
By the Town Club

Listen to KUNM

A "changing of the guard" has
been announced as UNM marks
an alteration of a longtime campus tradition,·
·Town Club, local sorority for
Albuquerque coeds, is in charge
of the ch~·ysanthemum sule for
Homecoming, In the past the duty
has been handled by Mortar
· Board, senior women's honorary,
Mortar Board has recently been
given the distinction of providing
ushers for major events held in
the newly opened Concert Hall.
Town Club President Jean Burger announced that members will
sell orders for the mums Monday
through Friday of this week from
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Union
lobby. The flowers can be picked
up from 8 a.m. until noon, Saturday, Nov. 5,
General chairman for the
Homecoming mum sale is Ann
Clawson.

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

louis Vrat+os
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

-

WATCHI:S --GIFTS
DIAMONDS

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

· Reade's A & W ROOT BEER

FOR. VIETNAM: Members of the UNM Naval ROTC unit are shown above filling ditty bags with
Christmas gifts slated for shipment Nov. 1 to U.S. fighting men in Viet N am. They are from ~eft) :
Craig Othmer, Albuquerque; Russ Hulsing, San Antonio, Tx. and Paul Horn, Farmin::.g_to_n_._ _ _ __

DRtVE-IN.
Look for the Bright Orange Building!

Deserved Attention

Papa Burger

Comedy Well Performed
By BRIAN LEO
Broadway Productions, Inc., a
local group advocating presentations of musical comedy from
Broadway, offered its first show,
"Oklahoma," last night in the
eoncert hall. As has been the case
with the three previous concerts
(with the exception of the Albuqu<!l'que symphony concert last
Wednesday) the audience was
much less sufficient for the quality of the show. In addition. to
this the crowd did not seem appropriately appreciative of the
thoroughness and balance of the
musical.
Casting Excellent
An important factor leading to
the success of the show was the
accuracy in casting the lead roles.
"Oklahoma" is the sort of musical
which though containing a tense
amount of ominous 'drama' still
has room for 'sugary' sorts of

'Edge of Pop'

roles or personalities. Phil tltummett, playing Curley, without
curly hair, did certainly not look
like a cowboy, and it didn't matter.
The best relationship seemed to
be evident between Laurey, the
heroine, the female lead, and Ado
Annie, the supporting role. Other
excellent casting involved Ali
Hakim, played by Ken Bibeau, and
the sheriff.
Too Heavy
A difficult part to create with a
believable modulation and clarity
is that of Jud Fry, who mig.ht be
called the heavy, but I do not
think the sullenness of this character, played by Phil Mead, was
projected carefully enough.
Too often the tension between
Curly and Jud stemmed from the
imperturbable openness of the
former and the opacity of the latter,
~----

--·· ···-

----~

Provocative Works On Exhibition
At University Fine Arts Gallery
An exhibition "on the edge of
pop" appears to have slopped
over the :Perimeter a bit at the
Fine Arts Gallery.
The collection has some provocative works, including a streetear
that has six eyes that pop open
and click shut, keeping an eye
on the viewer. It's a. new eyeball
dimension in pop art.
As one moves around the gallery the clicking eyes mark the
cadence.
l'rotest Is There, Too
There is protest in the collection. In one painting, entitled
"Never'' the stars and bars of
the Confederacy are crammed into a background fog of :Petty defiance.
Another painting on a freedom ·
theme is filled with red stars.
The two main attractions in
the exhibition have been the
streetcar with the clicking eyes

'The Logic of love'

_,..J,_,_

---

"The Logic of Love" is the topic
of an address to be given by Dr.
Kenneth A. Bouldlng, professor
of economics at the University of
Michigan, in the theater of the
Union on Wednesday, Nov. Z, at
8:15 p.m. Sponsors arc the departments of economies and government and the graduate school's
Committee to Select Visiting Lecturers in the Humanities and
Social Sciences.

and a work entitled "North,
South, West East Lynn" that
shows a body in a coffin with a
rotating head.
Much Is Recognizable
As might be expected in a pop
art collection, even one thai; is
only on the edge, much is unrecognizable. At least one painting has attracted a residue of
paint brush hair and some run·
ning paint that ends in a natural droplet such as the amateur
painter finds when he finishes
·painting the cabinets in his kitchen.
The exhibit is open to the pub·
lie, free of charge. The gallery
is in the Fine Arts Center. It is
open from noon to five in the
afternoon, cloced on Monday and
on Saturday. ·
The exhibit comes from the
Comara Gallery in Los Angeles.
It will be on display here through
Nov. 20.

NEED GLASSES?

The completely irrepressible
gyrations of Will Parker, (Bill
Cook), were very effective in the
crowd scenes, but lost some cogcn when exploded on an emptier
stage.
Dancing Ambitious
The Choreography by Edmund
Balin, also the director, made effective use of the rhythm inherent
in Rodgers and Hammerstein's
musicals, and the several featured
dancers were quite good. I did
feel that the structure of the
Dream Ballet sequence was not
delineated with sufficient subtlety;
however, perhaps it was too ambitious.
The music accompanying the
action was produced by a not
very lm·gc orchcestra, but they
filled out the support which was
needed, even the last choral scene,
the rendition of the title song.
Support Needed
Support for this spirited group
is an excellent and necessary
idea, for their sense of professionalism is gratifying. They project more shows in the area of
Broadway musicals, and it seems
to me that they deserve more attendance than was the case Sunday night.

255-6329

350 I lamas NE

255,4969

.

-

.

-

the!BLAZIR
A tradition on American campuses . . • the blazer
has become a way of life. Uncluttered, smart and
timely, and completely in keeping with fashion
. . . yet unaffected by fads.

"The Blazer" is at The Fedway Albuquerque Store
Conquistador Shop. You will find one of the most
fashionable collections of famous brands in town
featuring natural shoulders, welt seams, stitched
edges, the most popular colors and fabrics, colorful
linings.

XMAS CARDS

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark

-

~·

q~

CASEY OPTICAL

Phone 256-1118

Orders To Go

call 243-5671 today!

Come in ond select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding albums.
Personal allcntlon given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords In this area.

.f312 lamas NE

Starts at 50c

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Prescriptions Filled
Free Glasses Adjustment
Repeir Service
Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescriptions
PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

Nelli lo Your Drug Store

Two potties on a double bun.
Dressed anyway you wa11t it.

THEFEDWAY

®

~ib1ruJ<qJM®Ircq]1!11® ~©lr®

¢'onqalstudor

DOWNTOWN
& WINROCK

. -

.. -

--- -
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Exhibit Is Story of Reindeer Followers
A week-long exhibit, "The
Reindeer Followers,'' will be
staged at the Civic Auditorium
Oct. 30 through Nov. 4 by the
Museum of New Mexico and the
Albuquerque branch, American
Association of University Women.
The show will open with a re-

ception :h·om 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday
and weekday hours are 9 a.m. till
noon and 1 to 5 p.m. The public
is invited, There is no admission
fee.
Trigg Will Speak
Ralph Trigg, chairman of the
City Commission, has been invit-

ed to speak at 3 p.m. Sunday. Dr.
Delmar K. Kolb, director of the
Museum of New Mexico, will then
narrate a 30-minute Walt Disney
film, "Lapland." The Lapps, nomads of northern Norway, Sweden Finland, and western Russia,
are' subjects of the exhibit, which
is being shown in a number of

Chartering Text Released

Mexico, which during the year
ending Aug. 30, 1966, counted
215,962 visitors to its downtown
Santa Fe Palace of the Governor~!
museum alone. These included
visitors from all ~0 states, ~he
District of Columbia, 58 for~!~
countries, and 137 commumtJes
in New Mexico.

New Mexico commu:ni'ties this
year.
Curator Will Attend
John Kinney, curator, will at·
tend this year's exhibit, made up
of materials from the Interna·
tiona! Folk Art Foundation in
Santa Fe. The Foundation is a
facility of the Museum of New

The chartering procedure for
the condition of Section A are
UNM campus organizations had met.
been announced by Attorney GenD. Twenty copies of the coneral Rick Bolton. After publicastitution
adopted by the group
tion of the procedures organiza.
shall
be
submitted to the Attions have fifteen days in which
torney
General
along with three
to apply for recognition.
copies of the following informaBolton said that the process tion:
was worked out between the Stu1. A statement that the ordent affairs committee, the Dean
ganization has at least ten stuof Students and Student Senate.
dent members and that more
Legislation for the procedure is
than three-fourths of the totai
included in Senate Bill 29.
membership are students at the
University. This
statement
The following procedures must
shall be signed by organizabe followed by organizations seektion's chairman,
ing to receive charters;
2. A signed statement by
Article 1. Classification of
the
Faculty sponsor that he has
Charters
agreed to serve,
All organizations must submit
E. Once a group has submitted
their charters to the Program Ad- a constitution for approval the
visor, in the Activitiies Center as group is entitled to function as
the first step in the chartering though it were chartered until the
·process. All campus student or- constitution is either approved or
ganizations must be chartered ac- disapproved, Approval or disapcording to the following classifica- proval of the constitution of an
tions. Chartering confers the right organization according to the
to use of University facilities, chartering prcedures by aJI agenthe right to identification >vith cies concerned shall be rendered
the University of New Mexico within fifteen days, excluding of.
and with the Associated Students, ficial university recesses, after
to a mail box and banking privil- submission of the constitution.
eges.
F. The Attorney General shall
A. Groups established by the submit the constitution to the
ASUNM Constitution do not re- Chartering Committee which shall
quire chartering except as spci- discuss matters other than the
fied therein.
procedural points listed above and
Article II. The Chartering Process shall advise the Attorney General
A. A group may schedule a New to recommend app1·oval or disapMexico Union Room to arrange proval.
for temporary organization and
G. If the Attorney General re·
for writing a constitution. The commends approval, he shall subconstitution shall be submitted mit fifteen copies of the constituwithin fifteen days, excluding of. tion and two copies of the accomficial University recesses, of this panying letter to the Student Af.
original meting. The constitution fairs Committee through the
shall contain th following:
Dean of Students. The interim
1. A statement of the name
organization is subject to all
and purpose of the ogranization.
2. A definition of the qualification for membership with a
stipulation that at least threefourths of the members shall be
A discussion of American Forstudents at the University. All
eign policy with particular referofficers shall be students at this
ence to South Asia will be preUniversity.
sented Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 4 p.m.
3. A stipulation that the orin the North Ballroom of the
ganization have a faculty or
Union.
staff sponsor. The sponse must
Presented by· the UNM Chap.
submit a written acceptance
ter of the American Association
each fall to the Dean of Stu·
of University Professors and the
dents.
Albuquerque Chapter of the
4. A stipulation that all funds
American Federation of Teachof the organization which are
el'S1 the discussion will feature
derived from the Associated
Congressman Thomas G. Morris,
Students be banked with the AsRepublican candidate for re-elecsociated Students Business Oftion to congress; Schuble C. Cook
fice.
Republican candidate for con5. A provtsmn that any
gress; and Gail Baker Schmidt,
amendment to the constitution
independent write-in candidate
must be approved according to
for congress.
tlte process of applying for a
new charter.
TRANSMISSION
6. A provision for officers including titles, term of office
OVERHAUL
whether elected or appointed,
and duties.
7. A provision for assessment
of dues and governing of finanTOTAL lABOR
cial matters.
PLUS
8. A provision for frequency
of meetings and how they are
to be called.
9. A provision covering rules
of pr!)Cedure and voting procedure.
JfATIONWIDE GUAJlANTE!:
10. A provision for establishSERVICE
ing committees.
·SPECIAL
B. The constitution must be approved by the group before it
is submitted.
C. The constitution and by-laws
of the national organization may
••o~ra 243·9773
be submitted as the constitution
2708 CENTIW.S.E.
of a student organization provided
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rules and regulations governing
fully chartered. 'lrganization.
H. If the constitution is disapproved the group will be notified and will have fifteen days, excluding official University recesses, in which to submit a revised constitution. The resubmission is to the Attorney General
as in the original procedure. Failure to meet the dedaline will result in loss of organizational
status.
I. Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Student Affairs
Committee, the Dean of Students
will conside~· the constitution. If
he disapproves, the organization
and the Attorney General will be
notified. The group will be allowed fifteen days, exeluding of.
ficial University recesses, to submit a revised constitution to the
Attorney General as in the original procedure. If the Dean of
Students approves the constitution, he will certify chartering to
the organization, the Attorney
General, and the Director of the
Union.

J, The Attorney Gene1•al will
then issue the ASUNM certifi.
cate of chartering to the organization and file five copies of the
approved constitution and one
copy of the accompanying letter
in the ASUNM files.
K. The Director of the Union
will notify the appropriate divisions of the Union that the organization has been properly chartered,
Article III. Appeal
A group may appeal an adverse
decision of the Attorney General
to the Student Court. An adverse
decision of the Dean of Students
may be appealed to the )>resident
of the University,

Listen to KUNM
NOW OPEN

U-CUE Billiards
Ladies FREE with an escort - Monday, Oct. 31
thru our GRAND OPENING, Thursday, Nov. 3
Your Host

JIMMY MOORE
National Billiard Champion

3005 CENTRAL NE
Next to lobo Arts Cioema

Discussion Today
There will be a discussion session with Gail Baker Schmidt at
·1 p.m. today in the lounge of the
Union across from the coat checkroom. The purpose of the discussion is to present the views of
Mrs. Schmidt concerning current
issues in het· write-in campaign
for United States Representative.

Your Eyes Deserve
RAY • BAN Sun Glasses

-

OPTICAlLY CORRECT LENSES

JUST EAST OF THE CAMPUS
AT THE TRIANGLE

Nobody has a smoother line!
Than

MrWrangler®.

Talk Scheduled

in PERMANENT PRESS

On Foreign Policy

Shirts and Slacks
With FoRm£®.
Say no more ... Mr. Wrangler has the last word in that
stay-neat, wrinkle-free look. Naturally, they're
Permanently Pressed 50% Fortref
polyester, 50% cotton. Completely guaranteed
for one year's normal wear.

$35*
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ENGINEERS
•
•
•
...
...

What Will your first assignment be llke? With the Oklo·
home Department of Highways you could be working on planning and construction· of major highways and bridges .•. or
in design, or research. Immediate openings await in these and
other areas of your choice of locations across the state •
In the Oklahoma highway department, there are assign·
ments with a challenging future for all engineering specialties,
as well as ur)limited advancement opportunities. Salaries have
been increased sizeably for the young engineer. What will your
first assignment be like? Why not let. us tell you first hand. An
interviefer will be on your campus Wednesday, November 2nd,
to explain our program and answer questions •
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CONTACT YOUR SCHOOL PLACEMENT
OFFICE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
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SIMON'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
FIRST & GOLD SW

or write

Mr.Wrangler
Suite 929, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10001
CELANESE$ FORTREL<!> IS A T.M. OF_ FIBER INDUSTRIES, lNC,
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Wolfpups Defeat TWC
The UNM Wolfpups, Jed by the
outstanding play of quarterback,
Gilbert Lope~, surprised the
Texas Western frosh as they beat
the Buri'Qs 30-21 Saturday afternoon at University Stadium.
Lopez gained 225 yards in the
wide open game, 154 on nine pass
completions and 71 rushing. The
'Pups showed good ba Ia nee between passing and running and
theh· total offense fig·ure read
401 yards.
'l'W Scores First
The TW frosh started the scoring on a 24 yard puss from reserve quarterback Ray Ward to
his big end Major Stevenson.
Ward played almost the entire

game after starting quarterback
Mike Casey was injured ea1•Jy in
the game.
.. The Wolfpups followed the Burros' score with a drive of their
own which started at the UNM
24. With a second and sho1·t yai·dage Lopez hit his wingback Riel'
Matthes with a 28 yard pass.
Then on a beautiful quarterback
bootleg Lopez ran 36 yards to the
Texas Western 22. Lopez then
used his running game to good advantage and Matthes ran the ball
in from the 6.
Pups Intercept Six
TW ~ame back throwing and
was having some ·success with a
quick look-in pass to its split end

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Lobos Lose Fifth

To Utah Redskins
By JFFF DE:-.iNAIW
The UNl\f Lohos took it on the

chin again Saturday as the Utah
RedskinH made their homecoming
a Htl('Ct'RHfUl O!Je, beating the
\Volfpack 27-0 before 21,000 fans
at Salt Lake City.
With the defeat the Lobos
dropped deeper into the conference cellar, displaying an 0-4
r('cm·c!. The victory kept the surprising U tcs in contention for
conference honors with a 2-1
mark.
The Loho offense was the same
on again, off again machine that
it has been for the last five
gamC's. Tbe1·e were sparks of sue.
cess in the running game from
time to time, hut there was never
th£> consistency needed to make
a su:stainecl drive. The UNl\f total
offens(> was only 196 yards as
compared to 320 for the Utes.
The dPfense was hurt by a
strong running game headed by
fullback Marv Lowery and Ben
Woodson.
Quarterback
Jack
Gehrl\e and Darrell Bigelow
mb:l•cl up the offense for the Utes
and had the Lobo defende1·s gi·abbing at the w1·ong man on many
plays. Bigelow took over for
Gehrke in the second half after
the first-stringer was injured
and led the Utes to a second half
TD on a 92 yard drive. Bigelow
is an inexperienced sophomore.
Utes Score in Second
The first quarter of the contest was an uneventful standoff
with neither team able to move
the ball. The second quarter was
a different story, as the Lobos
found out the hard way. Utah
scored early in the period after
recovering a UNM fumble at the
Lobo 19. Following an exchange

of punt;; the Utef' got another
drive A'<•ing and with some help
from a fifteen-Jr·ard penalt~· on
tlu> LohoR, they reached paydirt
in Rix plays.

Hendricks Injured
The ~econd half was costly to
the Lobos not only in the scoring,
hut in the injury department as
well. The W olfpack lost Ace Hendrick~ with a knee injury. HendJ·icks had been switched to the
offen!:live team this week and was
the Lobos' leading rusher with 72
yards.
Utah scored its last TD in the
final qtlarter as both teams had
drives bog down during the third
quarter. The final touchdown for
the Utes was the result of the
long drive directed by Bigelow.
The Lobus' only real threat in
the game came late in the fourth
quarter with Doug Hendrick running the team. Hendrick scram.
bled for the longest UNM gain of
the day on his first play, an 18yard run. But with a fom·th and
four on the Utah nine Hendrick
was trapped att'.!mpting to pass
and the Utes took over and ran

$3.50

STA-PRESS
SLACKS

$5.00

NOW

VARSITY SHOP

2120 CENTRAL SE

opportunities Pan
with American·
Subs1d1ory of Standard Oll Company

GEOPHYSICISTS
Senior and Graduate students with majors in (?EOLOGY,
PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING and MATHEMATICS
for petroleum exploration geophysicist positions. The geophysicist plays a vital role in Pan American's expanding
exploration program.

An art show entitled "Variatia·
tions of a Structure" by Ed Gar·
man opened yeste1·day at the Jonson Galle1·y at UNM and is scheduled to :run through Nov. 25.
The Gallery located at 1909
Las Lomas N E north of the Law
School Building, is open from 12
noon to 6 p.m. daily.

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW

I

J

NOVEMBER 2 AND 3 AT THE
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE PLACEMENT OFFICE

Geology Grant
A second·time winner, .John'"·
Petersen, 7406 Leah Dr. NE, has
again received the $500 Continen·
tal Geology Scholarship for his
work at UNM. A senior and eandidate for graduation in June,
1967, Petersen completed his military service with the U.S. Air
Force.

DAVID CARGO, Republican gubernatorial candidate, spoke to
an UNM audience last night in the Union Ballroom and accused
the Democrats of not being interested in good government. About
UNM, Cargo said he would worry more about student11 not know·
ing who Karl Marx was than whether or not their were marxists
on campus. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)

PAN AMERICAN

PETROLEUM CORPORATION

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
David Cargo, Republican candidate for governor, told an audience in the Union Ballroom last
night that the present one·party
Democratic system in New Mexico has demonst>:ated that "tbPy're
not interested in good govern·
ment; they're interested in what
they can get out of it."
Cargo .said that it has become
obvious that the federal government will pre·empt state govern·
ments in various crucial governmental areas if the state govern·
ments abdicate their responsibilities. His major task as governor
would be to revive New Mexico's
initiative in these areas and to

end government by "bucolic Rip
Van Winkles" who have stood by
and "watched the power of the
state dissolve into nothing."
When asked by the questioner

Semde Hearing
Tonight's Student Senate
meeting will begin with a open
session for students to express
their gripes or constructive
suggestions about UNM. This
practice of having an open ses·
sion will be continued at future
meetings. Senate meets· Wed·
nesday nights in the Union Ac·
tivities Center at 7 p.m.

Seven Firemen Killed

Califorina Is Swept By Brush Fires

brisk, bracing
the original
spice~fresh lotion! 1.25

By United Press International
LOS ANGELES - At least
seven and possibly 10 firemen
have been killed and 16 injured
while battling a series of brush
fires sweeping southern Cali·
fornia. Some of the injured were
badly burned.
The blaze threatened oil, missile and rocket testing facilities
and forced evacuation of hun·
dreds of patients from two huge
hospitals,

lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

The bodies of the dead were
found at the scene of one of the
major fires in the San Fernando
Valley.
Johnson Flies Home
President Johnson flew home
today ending his 7-day Asian
peace trip.
The President and Mrs. John·
son boarded Air Force·one at
Kimpo International Airport in
Seoul and took olf for Anchorage,
Alaska, on a non·sto}l flight.

Top Queen Candidates Announced;

.....

Winner Elected in Landslide Vote
! ;
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Cargo Says Derfios
Are Irresponsible

(lndJOM)

Roehl Withholds Details

turn, Call 255-5483. 10/31, 11/2, 3,4.

ert Riley from the University
architectural department. They
presented blueprints on existing
lots, proposed, Jots to be removed,
;:md new construction.
Senator Steven Van Dresser,
chairman of the Committee, said
in regard to the parking situation,
"Several points were brought up
during the hearing which suggest
that opinion polls may have to be
conducted on such matters as 'Do
the students prefer vast lawns
and greenery to black pavement?
and would the students be willing
to pay for parking in order to increase its availability?' " He said
that a full report of the Senate
Ad Hoc Committee on parkilJg
will be released at a later date,·
... KUNM Tapes
Radio Station KUNM, University radio station, taped the meet·
discussion, and it may be broadcast at a later date.

.,

~OLEUM ~RPOR.!lTION

.. .
A

Vol. 70

)

0588.

Univesrity community compromises about five per cent of the
population of Albuquerque, the
city should try to alleviate the
problem rather than restrict more
and more city streets from stu·
dent parking. He noted that in
thll area around the campus there
has been an increase in the number of parking meters, yellow
curb zones, and two.hour limited
parking.
Dr. Smith suggested that the
students might have greater success than the administration has
had in bringing about ·changes.
He said that the administration
has approached the Cty Commission about the metered parking
on Central Avenue, bordering the
campus, in the past.
Blueprints Presented
Also present at the opening
hearing were Van Doren Hooker,
the University architect and Rob-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Art Show Opens

;

years there will be no student
parking on campus, if the present construction plans are followed.
Some new lots are being planned but several existing Jots will
be lost to new construction. It is
anticipated that parking will continue to be a problem as the .ratio
between parking spaces and students continues to fall.
Dr. Smith said that the most
feasible proposal currently being
considered would provide a shuttle-bu& service to and from the
south campus, located by the Sta·
dium. He added that there is adequate parking there to serve up to
25,000 students.
Parking on City Streets
The problem of parking off campus on city·controlled streets was
also brought up. Chairman Van
Dresser suggested that since the

NEW MEXICO LOBO

243-6954

1.00

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•
4 line ad., 65c~4 times, $2.00. Inaertlons
must he !'IUbmittcd by noon on day before
J>Ublication to Room 159, Student Publications Bllilding. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on alt tnncllinesFree pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coni SE, phone 243-

256·7790.
MINK stole loot in New Mexico Union
Snack Bnr October .27. Reward for re-

JEANS

were $7.00

.

By TOM GARCIA
.President, pointed out thai the
The present problem with the new Jot opened a few weeks ago
parking situation on campus and· behind Hokona Dorm, is no more
some possible solutions were than one.third full at peak hours.
among the topics discussed at This leaves more than 400 empty
yesterday's meeting of the Senate spaces at any hour of the day.
Ad Hoc Committee on Parking. However, it is anticipated that as
Student Senator, Steven Van students become aware of the new
Dresser said that the main prob- parking Jot and as the population
lem seems to be that students feel of the campus increases it will
that they should not have to walk soon fill up, Parking Jots on camfrom existing lots, which are pus are not expected to keep up
somewhat remote from the heart with the growing demand of stu.
dents.
of campus.
No Parking in 10 Years
Hokona Lot Empty
Dr. Sherman Smith, UNM ViceDr. Smith predicted that in ten

FAMOUS NAME
were $4.50 · · NOW

.

Stud~ff(Parking Gripes Aired at MeeJ

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!

WANT ADS

FOR SALE
HI-Fl system complete. $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, pre.o.amplifier, UG watt, nn,d speaker ·l!nbincl with tweeter-, mid~rangc
Woofer BPeakers. Call Lt. Morgan, 264·
2088. 10/21, 24, 26, 31.
196~ YAMAHA, 90 c.e. Like new. $195.
W1th helmet. Contact ,John Lewis at the
Law School or nt 206¥., Madison NE.
10/26, 11/2, 3, 4.
HELP WANTED
WANTED, ambitious college student to
earn your tuition selling first quality
Jncn's hosiery at die:eount pricres. ExceJ..
lent commissions. Write for free sllmple
sales kit: Elway Sales Co., P.O. Do:oc
4005, High Point, N.C.
LOST&FOUND
PAPERDACK l;lnglish book, "An introduction to l;lnglish Grammer," by Stageberg. Hag important 11otes Inside, tr
found please return to Jini Lnrcorn,

when the 'Pups picked off the nrst
of their six interceptions. Shortly
before the half the UNM frosh
had moved deep into TW country
but the drive was apparently
halted at the T W 5. F1·om there
the Wolfpups were set to try a
field goal, but the snap from center was bad and Lopez the kicker
picked up the loose ball, faded
back to the 25 and threw to Kirk
Hay in the end zone.
In the second half the two
teams traded third period TDs
with the 'Pups score coming on a
one yard run by Lopez.
Gain 247 Yds. Rushing
The Burros tried vainly to run
against the tough Wolfpup defensive line and could manage only
3 yards on the ground. The 'Pups
on the other hand ran up 24 7
yards via the ground game with
Lopez and Kevin Smith doing
most of the damage. Lopez had
71 yards and Smith picked up
108 yards rushing.
The Burros have yet to gain
the finesse of their older brothers on the varsity as they completed but 8 of 42 passes attempted.
Lopez Scores 12 Pts.
At the same time the Wolfpups
showed a good deal more save in
the defensive department than
their elders as they stole six TW
aerials and shut out the Burro
runners.
The other Wolfpups' scores
came on u 26 ya1·d neld goal by
Lopez and a four yard run by
l!'mnk Vainisi. Lopez scored 12
points in the game with one TD,
one field goal, and three extra
points.

37'6.'7'17
Un3G,.'vJ
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ByBILLHUME
The top ten candidates from
Monday's Homecoming Queen
contest were announced yester·
day by Jerry Roehl, Homecoming
committee chairman.
The ten-listed alphabetically
-are: Virginia Arp, Leslie Auld,
Bobbye Brown, Judy Cummings,
Mary Ann Frye, Cissy King,
Michael Nieves, Carol Roth, Dee
Sirwinski, and Hilda Stevens.
Reohl declined to give further
details on standings.
Top 3 Said Outstandinr
11 The top three are aU outstand·
ing girls, but some of the pte·
election favorites did not place
in the top three," Roehl said. "The
court as a whole fulftlled all my .

best expectations," he added.
"The girl who won had more
than twice the votes of her near·
est competitor," Roehl said. He
added that 2,068 ballots and about
106 invalidated ballots were cast.
60 Per Cent Chose Winner
"About five eights of those voting cast first place ballots for
the winner," Roehl said.
Although he rei'usl!d to name
the winner, Roehl noted that "she
undoubtedly deserved to win if
she polled that many first plaee
votes."
Roehl declined to characteri:te
the winner as a "dark horse candidate,'' but said, "All I can aay
.is that I urge everybody to come
to the cotonatlon."

Troops Fight All Day
VIET NAM - U. S. troops,
although
outnumbered,
have
fought a daylong battle with
communists 300 miles northeast
of Saigon.
Reports from the front, which
is in rugged terrain, say the
Americans from the First Air
Cavalry Division killed 36 enemy
soldiers, U. S. losses were described as "moderate."
The fighting began as about 46
Americans came under heavy
automatic tire. A second platoon
of Air Cavalryrnen was airlifted
into the battle zone and another
platoon arrived later.
Kennedy Pictures Donated
WASHINGTON-The Justice
Department says pictures of the
autopsy on the body of President
Kennedy have been donated by
his family to the National ArchIves.
The announcement was the
first answer to the mystery of
what happened to the photos and
X·rays made during the autopsy
at Bethesda Naval Hospital near
Washington a short time after
the assassination.
Strike Hits Westinghouse
A major strike hit Westinghouse Electrical Corporation yesterday for the first time in 11
years.
Thousanda were idled as mem·
hers of the International Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers
walked olf their jobs in a wage
contract dispute.

about his relationship with any
natiiJllal Republican party figures,
Cargo said that he is a close
friend of Michigan's Governor
George Romney· and that New
York City Mayor John Lindsay
bad expressed a desire to campaign for l1im if it was at all
possible.
The candidate encouraged ~
audience composed mainly of stu·
dents to enter the field of politics
because "young, vigorous individuals" arc greatly needed to give
life to the field. Cargo said con·
cerning education that he is "less
concerned about having Marxists
than about having people who
don't know who Karl Marx is."
Supported Girt Deduction
Another point he made concern·
ing UNM in particular was that
he passed a bill which precluded
the consideration of gifts, be·
quests, and grants to UNM when
the state determined the school's
budget. Previous to this bill, all
gifts, bequests, and grants were
deducted from the budget, and
donors were very reluctant to
make such donations because -~f
(Contnued on page 3)
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LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
Colorado St.
Arizona St.
Utah
Wyoming
Wichita
BYU
Texas Western--Arizona
Oregon St.
Total points UNM vs. Colorado St.
New Mexico

!

I.
2.
3.

4.
&.
6.

Contest rules
Conteat iJi open to UNM ;tudenta only.
Only ONE entry will be aeeepted from each contestant and Every ~~:ame
muat be picked.
.
Conteatanta must pick total points on UNM game and in eue of a tie
the conteatant coming clooest wiD be declared the winner.
Entrt.. m111t be received at the Lobo omce b:r 6 p.m. Friday.
lro member of Student Publications b eligible for pri ....
Winner will reeelve four tickets for the football season to Don Pancho's
Thea~r.

'1. Entrt.. wiD be juda'ed b:r the Lobo aPOria stalf.
8. In cue of tl.. the prl..., wiD be divided amon,; the winnen.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

'

